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By Marquez Williams Updated September 22, 2017 While you can't officially become a cop in Grand Theft Auto IV, you can unlock the police uniform by meeting Barbara Sternwart. Meet Barbara. It is located in the sheriff's parking lot in El Cebrados, a desert that is located in the northwest corner of the map on the air strip. She's there from 4 p.m. to 6:00.Date Barbara and get up
to 100%. That's the hard part. In order for her to like you, you have to take her to different places in El Kebrados, drive a nice car and kiss her after each date. For a meal date, take her to a diner southwest of El Kebrados, just off the freeway. For a dancing date, take the highway to San Ferrios, where there is a club near Ammunacia. For a driving date, make sure to drive El
Kebrados at medium speed; She hates to drive too fast. Change. Once your relationship with Barbara has reached 100%, the police uniform should be unlocked and available. By Chappy Sinclair Updated September 22, 2017 PC version of Grand Theft Auto: Vice City.Minimum system requirements: 800 MHz Intel Pentium III or 800 MHz AMD Athlon or 1.2 GHz, 128 SD RAM,
32MB video cards with DirectX 9.0 compatible drivers. Vice City fashion manager. Grand Theft Auto: Vice City is a very big game. Bypassing the terrain can literally take hours and it can take a few days to see all that the game has to offer. With the inclusion of fashion tools, Vice City content is limited to hard drive space. Adding mods is quick and easy thanks to the various
automatic fashion installers available. Install ModDownload and launch Vice City Mod Manager.Select INSTALL MOD. Choose the GTA: Vice City folder catalog. By default, it's C: Rockstar Games PROGRAM,GTA San Andreas.Select mod you want to apply. Make sure the mod is compatible with Vice City and that it applies to Vice City.Click INSTALL and wait for its application.
You run Vice City to see the mod in action. Save all the original files. Some automatic fashion setups can be unstable. By K.C. Morgan Updated September 22, 2017 Grand Theft Auto 4, or GTA 4, is a console game on PC as well as Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3 (PS3). Although the theft of the plane was part of the previous parts of the Grand Theft saga, it is impossible GTA 4. It
is possible, and fun, to steal a helicopter at any time, however. Complete all the quests on the first island, Broker and go to Bohan.Go in the southern part of the island and find a platform in front of the broker. You'll find helicopters here. Enter the helicopter door just as you would the car door and start driving it to fly. Land a helicopter in the parking lot of your apartment and go
inside the apartment to save the game. Now you have your own helicopter to use as you please. Raise your friendship with Brucie to 70 percent and then call him your apartment so he sent a helicopter straight to you. Kill 200 flying rats using any method or weapon you prefer to unlock the Annihilator helicopter. Land the helicopter slowly to avoid an accident. Avoid flying over
restricted areas to keep your wanted level low. If you fly over the exclusion zone, your wanted level can rise to six stars. You may not have noticed, but video games are pretty popular these days. The video game industry is a secretive one - companies are waiting just the right time to announce new games and hardware in the hope of making the biggest splash possible. On the
other hand, fans want to know everything that goes down the line as soon as they can. In such an environment, video game leaks and rumors are bound to leak. This week, we discovered rumors and leaks ranging from Nintendo's upcoming Switch console to how the team that made BioShock fell apart. Read on to see which items you'll be most excited about if they turn out to be
true. 1. Will Grand Theft Auto Online get extensions? There are rumors surrounding Grand Theft Auto Online this week on the basis of Grand Theft Auto IV, most players were expecting the GTA V to get some one-game extensions after launch. But since GTA V came out three years ago, rockstar hasn't announced anything that doesn't seem likely. According to unfounded
rumors, GTA V was supposed to get a one-time downloadable content (DLC), but the runaway success of the online part of Grand Theft Auto V led Rockstar to nix it. Since they make a fortune with micro-transactions online, why would they devote DLC resources to many players wouldn't buy? It is rumored that Rockstar is currently working on DLC, which will greatly expand GTA
Online, with some of them coming out as early as 2020. Rumors of expansion in the works include memorable locations from previous GTA games like San Fierro and Las Venturas from GTA: San Andreas and Liberty City from Grand Theft Auto III and IV. Who knows if any of this is true, but it will certainly make GTA Online players happy. 2. Will the Nintendo Switch be flooded
with accessories? Nintendo Switch can come with a lot of extra accessories (en) Nintendo If you live in a family dotted with Wii remotes, nunchucks, Wii steering wheel, and Wii MotionPlus add-ons, it will come as no surprise that Nintendo likes to sell accessories for its gaming consoles. In an interview with Bloomberg, Nintendo President Tatsumi Kimishima said the company is
working on a set of accessories for the upcoming Nintendo Switch console. Indeed, in the device reveal trailer, you can see that the accessories will fit in just perfectly with the console, thanks to its removable controllers. All you have to do is take off the shares of Joy-Cons, as Nintendo calls them, and replace the substitute With accessories that can be game specific, or more
widely used. It seems an obvious way for Nintendo to keep raking money from Switch customers. 3. Rumors are emerging about Nintendo Switch Screen Details to be revealed soon about Nintendo Switch (en) Nintendo Talking about Nintendo Switch, Nintendo says it will show much more about the console in January. Until then, we left to the theorists about things like its specs
and the launch of the lineup. As for the specifications, Eurogamer has several anonymous sources willing to comment. (This is a site whose sources nailed so much about the Switch months before Nintendo unveiled it, so it's about as reliable as sources get.) According to sources, the switch will have a 6.2-inch screen with a resolution of 720p. The screen will also support
capasted multi-pulls such as the iPhone or iPad. If true, this would be a big improvement over the touchscreens on previous Nintendo products. The Wii you and the 3DS had resistant touch screens that were less accurate than the capacitive screens, and all but required a stylus. 4. Will the switch support MicroSD cards? Nintendo Switch may come with an expandable memory of
Amazon Another reporter with a great track record for Nintendo leak laura Dale on Let's Play Video Games. She said you'll probably be able to expand the amount of memory that comes in the Nintendo Switch by inserting a MicroSD card to 128GB in size. This information is based on a Nintendo source who says this is how the switch development model works. It is possible that
the final version of the hardware will have different characteristics, but at least for now, it looks like 128GB is all the memory you'll be able to add to the machine. 5. Internal report on the dubious decisions of the 2K Games Company responsible for the Bioshock series may not have made the best decisions of 2K Games Who doesn't like the juicy rant from the (allegedly) former
employee? This is what we got this week in a recent article about Hacker Noon by someone claiming to be an anonymous former employee of Irrational Games, the company best known for the BioShock series. According to the article, Irrational Games was a successful mid-size indie development studio until the market changed, forcing Irrational to look for a publisher to buy it.
2K Games turned out to be that publisher. But thanks to the apparently long line of questionable decisions detailed in the article, the developer, formerly known as Irrational Games, has become the company's husk as it once was. Check out the full story if you are interested in the nitty-gritty development of the game. Once again it's time to look behind the curtain of the video
game industry to see the goodies of powers that aren't ready to reveal quite yet - that is, assuming that the information But find out that it's half the fun. This week we have rumors and and around Grand Theft Auto Online, the new Guitar Hero, and possible new features for PlayStation 4. Read on to see what interesting new things just might happen. Source: Rockstar Games 1. Is
all this gear coming to Grand Theft Auto Online? Grand Theft Auto fans have been wondering for more than a year when Rockstar plans to release its long-awaited heist content online part of GTA V. The answer finally came this week: March 10. We still don't have complete information on what exactly heists is, but a Twitter user @Funmw4 posted some images that just might
shed light on the subject. The images allegedly come from unreleased GTA Online videos. They show all kinds of gear that are not in the current version of the game, including night vision goggles, shotgun suppressor, termite explosives, drill, and masks (better to hide your face during heists). New vehicles such as a helicopter, aircraft and new vehicles are also shown. Here's a
trailer for The Heists to whet your appetite. Source: Square Enix 2. Leaked footage of the cancelled Kain Legacy Game of Kain Fans may be interesting to see what might have been if the sixth game in the series, Legacy of Kain: Dead Sun, ever came out. In fact, Square Enix decided to abandon the project in 2012 after three years of development. The leak comes courtesy of
NeoGAF user Mama Robotnik, who apparently spoke to sources from the development team to bring the footage to light. From the looks of it, the game was pretty far ahead before Enix Square pulled the plug. You can watch the leaked footage here. Source: Activision 3. Will the new Guitar Hero be announced at E3? It seems that every week we get a new hint that music games
are preparing for a return. The latest development comes from Kotaku UK, whose reporter spoke to two separate sources who say that a new installment of Guitar Hero will be announced later this year, probably at the Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3) in June. The game will be more realistic than previous installments and will probably be launched on Xbox One and PlayStation
4 along with some new plastic peripherals. Other recent rumors about the music game have hinted that the band's new game will be released for Xbox One and PlayStation 4. If these rumors are true as it seems, the future may be bright for the sleeping genre of the music game. Source: Sony 4. Is the PS4 update coming soon? Xbox One gets regular firmware updates every
month, but Sony is a little less regular with its PS4 update (the last one came in October). However, two sources recently announced that a new update will appear on the console soon, bringing with it new features. First, the manager PlayStation wrote on its blog that the update was not too far away. Then twitter user @Tidux claimed that internal sources say the update will
happen March 29. (For the record, @Tidux has a strong track record of reporting internal information.) It's unclear what new PS4 features owners can expect in the next update, but fans are hoping for a promised stop/resume feature that lets you start right away where you left off in the game after powering down the system. Source: Nintendo Rumors Update After on rumors that
we previously reported, we have two confirmations this week. First, it's the release date of hotline Miami 2. You may recall that cryptic tweet that led to a strange phone message that fans thought could reveal the release date of hotline Miami 2. Turns out the sleuthing fans were right. Publisher Devolver Digital announced that the game will actually be released March 10 for PS4,
PS3, PS Vita, and PC. Then there was the issue of Gold and Silver Mario Amiibos, which appeared briefly on the Nintendo website. Gold, at least, is real. Nintendo has announced that the shiny Amiibo will be available exclusively at Walmart starting March 20. Follow Chris on Twitter @_chrislreed Check Tech Cheat sheet on Facebook Read more from Tech Cheat Sheet: Leaf:
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